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About This Game

Gray Cat is a hardcore 2D platformer about the Gray Cat and an endless torment.
The developer has decided a lot for you. You will shoot and jump when it's needed. In the era of the open world games and

freedom of action, this game is a small protest.
Try to beat the level! It's not so easy, you'll be dying over and over again.

Features:
- increased difficulty
- puzzles and traps

- limited freedom of action

Enjoy the game!
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I had a good time, received this from Sega as it's Sonic Mania delay apology.

-It's a good game, it's not the best, it's far too easy for experienced players, i mean, i took me a few hours max to finish this with
all the 6 Chaos Emeralds.

-The soundtrack still one of my favourites, being Marble Zone, Labyrinth, Scrap Brain and Final Zone the ones that i enjoy the
most.

-Gameplay it's okay, you can do things the fast way or the "i'm afraid to lose a life so i will run slowly".
Level desing is amazing for the time when this was released.

-My only complain is that this is not the Re-master that android has, and it's really a shame, but it's okay.

-I experienced some fps drops, maybe it's because of my pc, maybe because of the emulator, but i don't know, mostly it happens
when i get hit underwater and the rings are spilled all over the place.

Thanks Sega, not for the delay, but for at least giving us something to kill time.
It's not something WOAH woah Woah WOAH WOAH, but.. it's something, other companies do not give a
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 about how the people that pre-order feel about a delay.
I really not appove this, because I got spoiled already, and it could be better a delay in all plataforms, not just PC, but, okay, it's
your business, not mine, you know your deal. Anyways, hope next time give us, something related to the game itself, like it's
soundtrack, a demo, a special feature and not an old 2 dollar game.. I'm lost and I have no idea where I am. And I have never
had so much fun doing so.

So far, the greatest expansion to X Rebirth. New star systems, new challenges and tougher enemies. And that's only on the
surface. There are new stations, ships and missions. Each mission is tougher and full of rewards.

The Toride System is massive and one can easliy get lost. But that is not a terrible thing. You can explore for hours, battle
Xenon ships, find hidden treasures and capture ships for yourself.

Cold Star, a system just as big as Toride, full of danger. But with danger, comes bigger rewards and resources for your massive
empire.

And Finally, Home of Light. Compact, but just as large as the other systems. Full of stations selling massive qualities of
materials. Take control of the market and earn big.

I'd highly recommend gettting the DLC.. Thought the game would be too easy...sure glad there are check points haha! Really
like the simple controls and the subtle humor is a nice change.. A game like many you're already familiar with, Like master of
Orion, or or Endless space, or countless others -- but not good. Clumsy interface, poorly designed tutorial, looks lackluster and is
basically devoid of personality. After struggling to get essentially nothing significant done in the tutorial and exploring two
anomalies that revealed absolutely nothing interesting at all, I decided my time is more valuable than what I paid for the game.
There are games that are 15 years old now in the same genre that have a better interface, and that's just sad. If I had a word to
describe star traders, I would go with "Ughn.". \u2665 I love to hate this f &*% game! \u2665
I've shouted at it so much that I don't even wanna shout at traffic jams anymore. Better than meditation.
This game is easy to learn but hard to master.
It's about an agent trying to scape a limbo-ish place... He is kinda dead already btw, but he keeps on dying so many times!
Surprisingly it's not frustrating at all, because you have so many checkpoints. It only gives you even more will to try it again.
The genius level design clearly shows to your face where you're screwing it up, but it's just so hard to make it right, so you keep
on trying again and again and again.
Till you finally get the timing right and run around the house in celebration scaring the hell outta your dogs... and neighbours if
it's 4am.
What the heck am I doing with my life? I hate the devs xD \u2665. It must be one of the best confrontational card games.
Unlike MTG, there's no deck-building, but prudent calculation is needed.. Hans, Get the Flammenwerfer
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okay this is epic. As I have mentioned in Lone survivor's comment, I bought the game again just for the soundtrack!

However, I am afraid this soundtrack have not included all BGM in the game.

For instance, <The Balled of Sleepy Cat>, <Hepcat> & <Sould Brother> are absence\u2026

Though all above mentioned music could be found on Jasper Byrne's website...

Still, awesome soundtrack!. Cool concept but it could've been way cooler. It would've been better if they used the mechanics
from Paper Mario Wii, so: 2D the whole time and 3D only when you have to switch around stuff. Other than that, the concept is
fun and it works I guess. It IS enjoyable, despite my ranting.
Anyway, don't get me started on the music, I hate the music, I really do, it's not my style. I have to disable the sound to even
enjoy this game at all. Ok, ok, I'll stop criticizing now.
All in all it's a decent experience.

[Rating: 68\/100]. I enjoyed this. It's different yet the same. It is linear with not a lot of side action, but the side action does
reveal more of the story and is not hard to find. Needs to be longer though! Would like to see more. 8\/10. Absolutely fantastic
locomotime. It runs just as well as you'd expect and looks absolutly amazing aswell. Although I have never been a fan of the
double-tender version of the Scotsman as it was never really ran in britain, it is still very nice to drive. The BR version looks
fantastic aswell and is quite nice that it is included. I only have one problem with the pack and that is the LNER single tender,
small details on the locomotive make it ever so slightly out of place if you try and run it in a period correct setting of before the
Big Four merger. The smoke deflectors would be ok if they were removeable or if there was a variation without them. The other
problem with the LNER single tender is the modern warning signs pasted all over it which does slightly detract from its looks. I
am fine with warning signs on something such as Tornado seeing as it is very recent and had to have them by health and saftey
law, but the Scot doesn't need them. I would suggest that another variant of this locomotive is made without the smoke
deflectors or the warning signs. Untill then I will just try and look for a freeware mod that adds the variant i would like to see.
Apart from that, it is a fantastic DLC and I would suggest buying this in a pack with the Wartime Black version, they are both
good DLCs.. very worth it especially if its on the winter its price went to about a dollar. probably one of the most boring Vr
games ive ever played. please also take into consideration that i have played desert bus vr. yeah. this game is more boring than
desert bus vr. do not buy.. This game is a cross between a room escape and a hidden object game. Visuals are polished but some
of the interactions are a bit bit glitchy. I ended up restarting and replaying through part of the game multiple times because an
object had glitched through the floor and I had assumed it was important when actually it wasn't. The controls are awkward but
not too hard to get used to.
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